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Abstract – We introduce inter-technology backscatter, a
novel approach that transforms wireless transmissions from
one technology to another, on the air. Specifically, we show
for the first time that Bluetooth transmissions can be used to
create Wi-Fi and ZigBee-compatible signals using backscatter communication. Since Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and ZigBee radios are widely available, this approach enables a backscatter
design that works using only commodity devices.
We build prototype backscatter hardware using an FPGA
and experiment with various Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and ZigBee
devices. Our experiments show we can create 2–11 Mbps
Wi-Fi standards-compliant signals by backscattering Bluetooth transmissions. To show the generality of our approach,
we also demonstrate generation of standards-complaint ZigBee signals by backscattering Bluetooth transmissions. Finally, we build proof-of-concepts for previously infeasible
applications including the first contact lens form-factor antenna prototype and an implantable neural recording interface that communicate directly with commodity devices
such as smartphones and watches, thus enabling the vision
of Internet connected implanted devices.

CCS Concepts
•Networks → Cyber-physical networks; •Applied computing → Consumer health;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

There has been recent interest in medical applications including smart contact lens platforms [16, 32, 39, 48] that
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Figure 1—Interscatter Communication. The backscatter device (e.g., contact lens) reflects transmissions from a
Bluetooth device (e.g., smart watch) to generate standardscompatible Wi-Fi signals that are decodable on a Wi-Fi device (e.g., smartphone).
measure biomarkers like glucose, cholesterol and sodium
for diabetes management, as well as implantable neural devices that help in the treatment of epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease [14], reanimation of limbs [36] and development of
brain-computer interfaces [15]. As part of an ecosystem of
connected devices, these implants have the potential to transform the management of chronic medical conditions and enable novel interaction capabilities.
In this paper we ask the following question: can these implanted devices communicate directly with mobile devices
such as smartphones, watches and tablets? The key challenge is that owing to their severe power constraints, these
devices cannot use conventional radios to generate Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth or ZigBee transmissions and hence cannot communicate directly with commodity devices. While recent
work on passive Wi-Fi [28] significantly reduces the power
consumption of Wi-Fi transmissions using backscatter communication, it requires infrastructure support in the form of
specialized hardware that can generate the continuous wave
RF signal needed for backscattering Wi-Fi signals. Thus, it
cannot fully plug and play with existing mobile devices.
We introduce interscatter1 , a novel backscatter communication system that works using only commodity devices
by transforming transmissions from one technology to the
other, on the air. We observe that most mobile devices have
1

Short for inter-technology backscatter communication.
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Figure 2—Potential applications of Interscatter communication. (a) Active contact lens systems can backscatter Bluetooth
transmissions from a watch to generate Wi-Fi signals to a phone, (b) implantable brain interfaces can communicate by using Bluetooth headsets and smartphones, and (c) credit cards can communicate with each other by backscattering Bluetooth
transmissions from a smartphone.
a Bluetooth, Wi-Fi or ZigBee radio. Further, users increasingly carry smart watches, fitness trackers and Bluetooth
headsets in addition to their smartphones. Interscatter reuses
the radios on these devices as both RF sources for backscatter as well as receivers the backscattered signals. This allows us to benefit from the Wi-Fi, ZigBee and Bluetooth
economies of scale (a few dollars per chip [12]) and eliminate the cost of a dedicated reader. Further, it significantly
lowers the barrier to adoption, as the wireless hardware is
widely available on commodity devices and does not require
the user to carry a specialized backscatter reader.
Our key idea is a novel approach to backscatter communication: create Wi-Fi signals by backscattering Bluetooth transmissions. To understand this, consider an interscatter device in the presence of a Bluetooth transmitter (e.g.,
smart watch) and a Wi-Fi receiver (e.g., smartphone), as
shown in Fig. 1. We backscatter advertising packets from
the Bluetooth device to synthesize 802.11b signals at 2–
11 Mbps. In the figure, the interscatter device backscatters Bluetooth packets on channel 38 to generate standardscompliant 802.11b packets on Wi-Fi channel 11. Realizing
this idea is challenging for at least three reasons:
• Wi-Fi and Bluetooth have different physical layer specifications — Wi-Fi requires a 22 MHz bandwidth and uses
spread spectrum coding. Bluetooth occupies a 1-2 MHz
bandwidth and uses Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying
(GFSK).
• Bluetooth operates at carrier frequencies that are different from Wi-Fi. While sideband-backscatter modulation [20, 28] could shift the carrier by tens of Megahertz,
it also creates a redundant copy on the opposite side of
the carrier.2 This not only wastes bandwidth but the redundant copy would also lie outside the unlicensed ISM
band (see §2.3.1).
• For bi-directional communication, we need a receiver at
the interscatter device. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth receivers consume orders of magnitude higher power than backscatter
and would offset its power saving. In fact, existing ultra2

Say an RF source transmits a signal sin(fc t), sideband
modulation backscatters at a frequency of ∆f , resulting in
sin(∆ft), which would in turn create the multiplicative signal 2 sin(fc t) sin(∆ft) = cos((fc − ∆f )t) − cos((fc + ∆f )t).
The two signals correspond to a signal with a positive frequency shift and its mirror copy with a negative shift.

low power receiver designs rely on amplitude modulation
(AM) [24], which is not supported by Wi-Fi or Bluetooth.
At a high level, we first transform a Bluetooth transmission into a single tone signal and use backscatter to create
standards-compliant Wi-Fi packets on a single side of the
resulting single tone Bluetooth signal. Specifically, we make
three key technical contributions to achieve this design.
• We show for the first time that Bluetooth radios can be
used to create single-tone transmissions. We leverage that
Bluetooth uses GFSK that encodes bits using two frequency tones. Thus, if we could transmit a stream of constant ones or zeros, we can create a single tone transmission. In §2.2, we describe how to achieve this on
commodity Bluetooth devices in the presence of the data
whitening, CRC and headers.
• We present the first single-sideband backscatter design
that creates frequency shifts on a single side of the carrier. This lets us create 2–11 Mbps Wi-Fi signals shifted
by tens of Megahertz on only one side of our single tone
Bluetooth transmissions. We achieve this using complex
impedances at the backscatter switch, without the need for
a power-consuming 2.4 GHz oscillators (see §2.3).
• We transform OFDM Wi-Fi devices into AM modulators.
At a high level, the Wi-Fi device in our design modulates
the amplitude profile of OFDM symbols to create an AM
signal. We show that this can be achieved by just setting
the appropriate data bits in a Wi-Fi packet, without the
need for any hardware power control. §2.4 describes how
we perform this in the presence of Wi-Fi scrambling, convolutional encoding and interleaving.
We build prototype backscatter hardware on an FPGA
platform and experiment with various Bluetooth and WiFi devices. Our evaluation shows that we can generate 2–
11 Mbps Wi-Fi signals from Bluetooth transmissions. To estimate the power consumption, we also design an integrated
circuit using Cadence and Synopsis [3, 11], which backscatters Bluetooth to create Wi-Fi signals. Our results show that
backscattering 2 Mbps Wi-Fi signals using Bluetooth consumes only 28 µW. Finally, to demonstrate the generality
of our approach, we also show the feasibility of generating
ZigBee signals by backscattering Bluetooth transmissions.
To show the potential of our design, we implement proofof-concepts for the three applications shown in Fig. 2. We
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Figure 3—Wi-Fi versus Bluetooth. The blue frequencies
represent the three Bluetooth advertising channels and the
red frequencies represent the three Wi-Fi channels.
build a contact lens form-factor antenna and evaluate it invitro to demonstrate that it can communicate with commodity devices. We also build an implantable neural recording
interface antenna and evaluate it in-vitro using muscle tissue.
Finally, to demonstrate the applicability of our techniques
beyond medical implants, we create credit card form-factor
devices that can communicate with each other using Bluetooth transmissions as the RF signal source for backscatter.

2.

SYSTEM DESIGN

We use backscatter to transform transmissions from Bluetooth devices into Wi-Fi signals. In this section, we first provide an overview of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi physical layers and
then describe how to create single-tone transmissions using
Bluetooth devices. We then show how to create an 802.11b
signal from this single tone Bluetooth transmission. Finally,
we outline our design for bi-directional communication using OFDM Wi-Fi as an AM modulator.

2.1

x0

Bluetooth Versus Wi-Fi

Bluetooth. Bluetooth low energy (BLE) devices use the advertisement channels to broadcast information about their
presence and to initiate connections. Once the connection
is established with a nearby Bluetooth device, they communicate by hopping across the 36 data channels spread across
the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The three advertisement channels labeled as channels 37, 38 and 39 are shown in Fig. 3. Since
transmissions on data channels require establishing a connection with another device, we focus on Bluetooth advertisement channels where we can broadcast packets. Bluetooth LE uses Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK)
modulation with a bandwidth of 2 MHz. Specifically, a ‘1’
(‘0’) bit is represented by a positive (negative) frequency
shift of approximately 250 kHz from the center frequency.
The resulting FSK signal is then passed through a Gaussian
filter to achieve the desired spectral shape.
Wi-Fi. While Wi-Fi supports a suite of standards, we focus on 802.11b for the purpose of backscatter. Wi-Fi operates on three non-overlapping channels, each 22 MHz wide.
To create 1 and 2 Mbps transmissions, 802.11b first XORs
each data bit with a Barker sequence to create a sequence
of eleven coded bits for each incoming data bit, which it
then modulates using DBPSK and DQPSK. To create 5.5
and 11 Mbps transmissions, 802.11b uses CCK where each
block of four incoming bits is mapped to 8-bit code words,
which are then transmitted using DBPSK and DQPSK.
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Figure 4—Shift registers used in Bluetooth to perform data
whitening.

2.2

Bluetooth as an RF source

The high level idea is to transform a Bluetooth chip into
a single tone transmitter, i.e., with constant amplitude and
frequency. We leverage two insights about GFSK modulation used in Bluetooth. First, Bluetooth uses two frequencies to encode the zero and one data bits. Thus, if we could
transmit a stream of constant ones or zeros, we create a single frequency tone. Second, passing a single tone through
the Gaussian filter used by Bluetooth does not change its
spectral properties since the filter only smooths out abrupt
changes to the frequency. Thus, if we could get the Bluetooth chipsets to transmit a continuous stream of zeros or
ones, then we effectively create a single tone. Achieving this
in practice requires us to address two key challenges: data
whitening and the BLE packet structure.
Data whitening. While our goal is to create long sequences
of either zeros or ones, Bluetooth uses data whitening to
avoid such sequences so as to enable accurate timing recovery on a Bluetooth receiver. Specifically, Bluetooth uses the
7-bit linear feedback shift register circuit in Fig. 4 with the
polynomial x7 + x4 + 1. Given an initial state, the circuit outputs a sequence of bits that are used to whiten the incoming
data by XORing the data bits with the bits output by the circuit. We reverse this whitening process to create the desired
sequence of ones or zeros. To do this, we observe that given
an initial state for each of the registers, we can deterministically generate the whitening sequence. We also note from the
Bluetooth specification that the shift registers are initialized
using the Bluetooth channel number. In particular, Bluetooth
initializes the zeroth register to a one and the rest of the six
registers to the binary representation of the Bluetooth channel number. For instance, while transmitting on the Bluetooth advertising channel 37, the zeroth register in Fig. 4 is
set to 1 and the rest are set to the binary representation of
37. Thus, given an advertising channel, we can initialize the
Bluetooth whitening algorithm and compute the whitening
sequence. The data bits are then set to the same bits in the
whitening sequence or their bit complement to generate long
sequences of zeros or ones respectively. In §4.1, we show
this process works with unmodified Bluetooth chipsets.
Link-layer packet structure. The above discussion assumes that we can control all the bits in a Bluetooth
packet; however an advertising packet has fields including
the preamble and access address, shown in Fig. 5, that cannot be arbitrarily modified. The preamble is fixed to an alternating sequence of zeros and ones, and the access address
is set to 0x8E89BED6 for advertising packets. This is followed by a length field and an advertiser address field. Fi-
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Figure 5—Structure of a Bluetooth advertising packet.
nally, the packet has the data payload and a 3-byte CRC. Of
the above fields, only the data payload can be set to arbitrary
values.3 Therefore, our system takes the following steps:
1) we use the Bluetooth preamble, access address and the
header (56 µs in total) to enable Bluetooth packet detection
at the backscattering device using an ultra-low power envelope detection circuit, 2) we estimate the beginning of the
payload and start backscattering using the techniques introduced in §2.3 to generate Wi-Fi packets, and 3) we complete
the Wi-Fi transmission before the start of the Bluetooth CRC
field. Since the Bluetooth Bluetooth CRC is being transmitted on a different channel than the generated Wi-Fi packet,
it does not affect the Wi-Fi receiver.
The above design requires estimating the beginning of the
Bluetooth packet. Our receiver uses an envelope detector,
similar to prior ultra-low power designs [27, 34], for energy
detectors. Our energy detection circuit can be customized
to only trigger for Bluetooth transmitter up to 8–10 feet, to
prevent false positives. Energy detection however does not
allow us to accurately detect the beginning of the Bluetooth
packet since we do not decode the Bluetooth preamble and
hence cannot use typical synchronization techniques. This
results in inaccurate estimates of the beginning of the payload. Our implementation uses a guard interval of 4 µs in our
estimate of the start of the payload to address this.

2.3

Generating Wi-Fi using backscatter

We describe how to generate 802.11b signals by backscatter the single-tone from the Bluetooth device. We first
present our design that can create a frequency shift to the
incoming single tone signal. We then show how to synthesize 802.11b signals from this shifted tone.

2.3.1

Single Sideband Backscatter Design

While existing sideband modulation techniques have been
recently used to create frequency shifts [20, 28], they also
create a mirror copy. These works demonstrate that modulating the radar cross-section of an antenna effectively multiples a single tone signal by the modulating signal. Since,
2 sin(fc t) sin(∆ft) = cos((fc −∆f )t)−cos((fc +∆f )t), modulating the antenna at ∆f in the presence of the incoming
single-tone carrier signal, sin(fc t), creates the desired shift
cos((fc + ∆f )t). However, it also creates the mirror copy
cos((fc − ∆f )t). This is problematic when used with Bluetooth: both the advertising channels 37 and 39 are at either
end of the ISM band, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, creating any
frequency shifts to the corresponding Bluetooth signal will
create a mirror copy outside the ISM band. The second ad3

The Android API only allows 24 of the 32 bytes in the payload to be arbitrarily set.

vertising channel, 38, overlaps with Wi-Fi channel 6 and is
close to Wi-Fi channel 1, and hence can create strong interference to the weak backscattered Wi-Fi signals. Further,
generating packets on Wi-Fi channel 11 using advertising
channel 39 shown in Fig. 3, would again create a mirror copy
that lies outside the ISM band. Thus, existing sideband modulation techniques cannot be used by interscatter on any of
the BLE/Wi-Fi channels.
Our Solution. We present the first single sideband backscatter architecture that produces a frequency shift on only one
side of the single tone Bluetooth transmission. Our intuition
is to emulate radios. Specifically, radios use 2.4 GHz oscillators to generate the orthogonal signals, cos(2πfc t) and
sin(2πfc t). These are multiplied with digital in-phase, I(t),
and quadrature phase components, Q(t), to create the signal:
[I(t) + jQ(t)] × [cos(2πfc t) + j sin(2πfc t)]
By setting I(t) and Q(t) to cos(2π∆ft) and sin(2π∆ft), radios can easily create the desired shifted signal, ej2π(fc +∆f )t ,
without any mirror copies. The challenge is that we cannot
use oscillators running at 2.4 GHz since they consume significant amounts of power [42].
Our insight is that mathematically we can imitate
the above operations using complex impedances on the
backscatter device without 2.4 GHz oscillators. Say, we
could create the complex signal ej2π∆ft , then backscattering
such a complex signal with the incoming single-tone Bluetooth transmission, cos(2πfc t), results in:
ej2π∆ft cos(2πfc t) =

1 j2π(fc +∆f )t
+ ej2π(−fc +∆f )t )
(e
2

The first term is the desired shifted signal while the second
term has a negative frequency and does not occur in practice.
Thus, the above operation creates the desired shift without a
mirror copy. So if we can create the complex signal ej2π∆ft
using backscatter, we can achieve single-sideband backscatter modulation. The desired signal can be written as,
ej2π∆ft = cos(2π∆ft) + j sin(2π∆ft)

(1)

To create this on a backscatter device, we generate the
sin/cos terms using square waves. We then use complex
impedances at the switch to generate the desired complex
values.
Step 1. We approximate the sin/cos terms in Eq. 1 using
square waves alternating between +1 to -1,4 at a frequency
of ∆f . FromP
Fourier analysis a square wave at ∆f can be
written as π4 n=1,3,5,··· n1 sin(2πn∆ft). The first harmonic is
the desired sine term while the third and fifth harmonic have
a power of n12 which are 9.5 dB and 14 dB lower than the
first. Since all 802.11b bit rates can operate at SNRs lower
4
Since digital operations are on 0 and 1 bits, in practice we
perform step 1 using a square wave between 1 and 0 instead
of +1 and -1. This is however a straightforward mapping
with a DC offset. For simplicity however, we explain our
design using +1 and -1.

Step 2. Now that we have approximated the sin/cos terms to
be either +1 or -1, Eq. 1 can take one of four values: 1+j, 1-j,
-1+j, and -1-j. We create these complex values by changing the impedance of the backscatter hardware. RF signals
are reflected when they cross two materials that have different impedances. Since the impedance of an antenna is different from the medium around it, a fraction of the incident
RF signals get reflected off the antenna. Backscatter works
by creating an additional impedance boundary between the
antenna and the backscatter circuit. Specifically, given an incoming signal Sin , the reflected signal from the backscatter
device is given by,
Za − Zc
Sin
Za + Zc
Here Za and Zc are the impedance of the antenna and the
backscatter circuit respectively. In traditional backscatter,
the impedance of the backscatter circuit is set to either Za
or 0 corresponding to no reflection or maximum reflection
of the incoming signal. We note however that the impedance
of the backscatter circuit can be set to complex values by
changing the inductance of the circuit [35, 45]. Specifically,
at the frequency f , the impedance of the backscatter circuit
can be written as j2πfL where the inductance is L. Thus, by
changing this inductance, we can create complex values for
c
the fraction, ZZaa −Z
+Zc . Specifically, to get the four desired complex values, 1+j, 1-j, -1+j, -1-j, we set the impedances of
−j
j
2+j
the backscatter circuit to 2+j
Za , 2−j
Za , 2−j
j Za and −j Za respectively. The antenna impedance, Za , is typically tuned to
50 ohms. By switching between these impedance states, we
can generate the desired complex signal ej2π∆ft and hence
achieve single-sideband backscatter modulation. Optimizing
for these constraints, for our 2.4 GHz backscatter devices we
used a 3 pF capacitor, open impedance, 1 pF and 2 nH to
achieve the four complex values.
Sout =

2.3.2

Synthesizing 802.11b signals

A Wi-Fi signal can be written as, (Iwifi (t)+jQwifi (t))ej2πfc t ,
where Iwifi (t) and Qwifi (t) correspond to the in-phase and
quadrature-phase components for the baseband Wi-Fi signal. This can be rewritten as,
(Iwifi (t) + jQwifi (t))ej2π∆ft ej2πfbluetooth t
Thus, to generate Wi-Fi signals, we need to create
(Iwifi (t) + jQwifi (t))ej2π∆ft using backscatter. We have already
demonstrated earlier how to generate ej2π∆ft , so we can multiply it with the in-phase and quadrature-phase components
of 802.11b to generate Wi-Fi signals. As described in §2.1,
802.11b signals use DSSS/CCK coding that creates coded
bits that are then modulated using either DBPSK or DQPSK.
Thus, if we can show that we can transmit DBPSK and
DQOPK, we can create 802.11b signals.
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than 14 dB, such an approximation is sufficient for our purposes. To generate the cosine term, we time shift this square
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Figure 6— Comparing single sideband backscatter (red signal) to prior double sideband backscatter (blue signal).
DBPSK. In this case, the one and zero bits are represented as
+1 and -1, which translates to always setting Qwifi (t) to zero
and Iwifi (t) to either +1 or -1. Since ej2π∆ft takes the values
in the set {1+j, 1-j, -1+j, -1-j}, multiplying it with +1 or -1
results in values within the same set, which we know how to
generate using our impedance values. Thus, we can generate DBPSK modulation and hence achieve 1 and 5.5 Mbps
802.11b transmissions.
DQPSK. In this case, both Iwifi (t) and Qwifi (t) are set to either
+1 or -1. Thus, the baseband Wi-Fi signal can take one of
the following values: {1+j, 1-j, -1+j, -1-j}. Multiplying this
with ej2π∆ft which takes one of the following values {1+j,
1-j, -1+j, -1-j}, results in one of these four normalized values: {1,-1,j,-j}. We observe that {1,-1,j,-j} and {1+j, 1-j, 1+j, -1-j} (which are the four impedance values generated
in our backscatter hardware) are constellation points that
are shifted by π/4. Since 802.11b uses differential QPSK,
we ignore this constant phase shift of π/4 and instead map
them to the four complex impedance values generated by our
hardware. Wi-Fi receivers ignore this constant phase shift
since the bits are encoded using differential phase modulation. This allows us to generate DQPSK modulation and the
corresponding 2 and 11 Mbps 802.11b transmissions.
Fig. 6 shows the frequency spectrum for the backscatter
generated WiFi signals at 2 Mbps using our single-sideband
backscatter with an arbitrary frequency shift of 22 MHz.
For comparison, we also plot the spectrum using prior sideband backscatter approaches [28]. The plots show that prior
sideband backscatter designs create a strong mirror copy on
the other side of the single tone. However, single-sideband
backscatter, introduced in this paper, eliminates this mirror
copy and hence improves spectral efficiency.

2.3.3

Practical Design Considerations

The Bluetooth advertising packet can have a payload up
to 31 bytes or 248 µs. Since Wi-Fi packets at different bit
rates occupy the channel for different times, this translates
to different packet sizes. At 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps the Wi-Fi
payload can be 38, 104, and 209 bytes within a single Bluetooth advertising packet. Given its size, we however cannot
fit a 1 Mbps Wi-Fi packet in a single Bluetooth advertising
packets. We note that Bluetooth data transmissions, which
are sent at faster rates and can last up to 2 ms, would enable
1 Mbps packets and greater overall throughput. We focus

on Bluetooth advertising packets in this paper since they are
easier to control on commodity devices.

1) We could ensure that the Wi-Fi channel is unoccupied for
the backscatter duration. Since most devices have both WiFi and Bluetooth, they could coordinate and hence the Wi-Fi
radio could schedule a CTS_to_Self packet to be transmitted before the Bluetooth packet. CTS_to_Self can reserve
the channel for the duration of the Bluetooth packet, preventing other Wi-Fi devices from making concurrent transmissions. The ability to schedule CTS_to_Self packets has
been demonstrated in the past [22, 26] and requires driver
and firmware access to the commodity device.
2) We leverage that the advertisement packets are sent on
all Bluetooth advertising channels one after the other, separated by a fixed duration ∆T (around 400 µs for TI Bluetooth
chipsets). Using this we imitate an RTS-CTS exchange:
when Bluetooth transmits on channel 37, we backscatter an
RTS packet on the desired Wi-Fi channel. If the channel
is free, the Wi-Fi device responds with a CTS packet, effectively reserving Wi-Fi channel 11 for the next 2∆T +
TBluetooth , where TBluetooth is the duration of the Bluetooth
packet. The backscattering device detects the presence of
this CTS using our peak detection hardware. It then transmits data packets on the desired Wi-Fi channel using the remaining advertising packets sent on channel 38 and 39 over
the next 2∆T + TBluetooth seconds.
3) To reduce the energy overhead of transmitting the RTS
packet, we could instead transmit a data packet. If the Wi-Fi
receiver can decode this packet, we would have exchanged
useful data to the receiver. The Wi-Fi device can then send
a CTS_to_Self packet reserving the channel for the next
2∆T + TBluetooth , which can then be used to backscatter additional Wi-Fi packets using the two remaining advertising
packets, without collisions. This eliminates the energy overhead of sending a data-free RTS packet. Evaluating the effectiveness of this is not in the scope of this paper.
Finally we note that having a large number of backscatter devices will not be affected by the RTS transmission since the
multiple devices will be scheduled using the downlink transmissions before any of the backscatter devices even transmit.

2.4

Communication to Backscatter Device

Achieving communication to the backscattering device is
a challenge because it cannot decode Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
transmissions: Bluetooth uses frequency modulation while
802.11b uses phase modulation with DBPSK/DQPSK; so

Constant OFDM
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Amplitude

Additional Optimizations. Bluetooth does not perform carrier sense before transmitting. Further, the backscatter WiFi packet is at a different frequency that could be occupied,
resulting in a collision. Since Bluetooth advertisements are
small and sent once every 20 ms, such collisions have a
negligible impact on Wi-Fi which operates at a much finer
time granularity. Collisions however are not desirable at the
backscattering device; they would require the backscattering
device to retransmit its data, consuming more energy. We describe three optimizations that can reduce these collisions.

Random OFDM

Time

Figure 7—Creating AM signals using OFDM. We show
four OFDM symbols (in black). Random OFDM symbols
are constructed using IFFT over random modulated bits
while constant OFDM symbols are constructed using the
same modulated bits. The red line show the output of our
peak detector receiver.

both have relatively constant amplitudes. Traditional receivers for such phase/frequency modulated signals require
synthesis of a high frequency carrier that is orders of magnitude more power consuming than backscatter transmitter.
In fact, existing ultra-low power backscatter receiver designs [27, 28, 34] use amplitude modulation (AM) which
does not require phase and frequency selectivity; unfortunately, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios do not support AM.
Our Approach. We transform the payload of 802.11g packets into AM modulated signals. In 802.11g, each OFDM
symbol is generated by taking an IFFT over QAM modulated bits to generate 64 time domain samples. Fig. 7 shows
a time-domain OFDM symbol created from random modulated bits, which we call random OFDM. We also show the
symbol created when the IFFT is performed over constant
modulated bits, which we call constant OFDM. The figure
shows that while random OFDM symbols have the energy
spread across the time samples, in constant OFDM the energy is in the first time sample and is zero elsewhere. This
can be used to create an amplitude modulated signal. Constructing a constant OFDM symbol using Wi-Fi radios is
however not straightforward due to scrambling, coding and
interleaving. Next, we describe how to to achieve this goal.
Scrambler. 802.11g data scrambling is performed by XORing the incoming data bits with the output of a 7-bit linear
feedback shift register using the same polynomial shown in
Fig. 4. Given the scrambling seed, the output sequence of the
circuit is deterministic. According to the Wi-Fi standard, the
scrambling seed is set to a pseudorandom non-zero value.
In principle, this information should be available on the WiFi hardware. Our experiments in §4.4 reveal that a number
of commercial Wi-Fi chipsets use a predictable sequence of
scrambling seeds. Further, certain Atheros chipsets also allow us to set the scrambling seed to a fixed value in the
driver. Using this, we reverse the effect of the scrambler.
Convolutional Encoder. 802.11g uses convolutional encoding on the scrambled bits to be resilient to noise and interference. It uses a 1/2 rate convolutional encoder where
two coded bits are output for each incoming scrambled bit.
The higher 2/3 and 3/4 coding rates are obtained by dropping some of the 1/2 rate encoded bits. Specifically, given
the scrambled bits, b[k], the two encoded bits are,

1 bit

0 bit
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Random OFDM

Random OFDM
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Figure 8—Encoding bits with OFDM symbols. The figure
shows the encoding used to convey bits to the backscatter
device.

C1 [k] = b[k] ⊕ b[k − 2] ⊕ b[k − 3] ⊕ b[k − 5] ⊕ b[k − 6]
C2 [k] = b[k] ⊕ b[k − 1] ⊕ b[k − 2] ⊕ b[k − 3] ⊕ b[k − 6]
This is a 1-to-2 mapping which cannot generate every desired sequence of encoded bits. We observe however that if
all the incoming scrambled bits are ones (zeros), then all the
encoded bits are ones (zeros). Thus, we can generate a sequence of all zeros or all ones as encoded bits.
Interleaver. The encoded bits are interleaved across different
OFDM frequency bins to make adjacent encoded bits more
robust to frequency selective channel fading. We note however that when using a sequence of all ones or zeros as our
encoded bits, interleaving again results in a sequence of all
ones or zeros and does not require us to perform any special
operation.
Modulator. The interleaved bits are modulated using BPSK,
4QAM, 16QAM or 64QAM. Since our interleaved bits are
all ones or zeros within an OFDM symbol, the modulation
operation results in using the same constellation point across
all the OFDM bins, achieving our goal of creating an OFDM
symbol constructed using a constant modulated symbol.
We note that OFDM symbols have pilot bits inserted in
specific frequency bins, which cannot be controlled. This
however does not significantly change the desired constant
OFDM pattern since the fraction of pilot to data symbols
is low. Also, 802.11g convolutional encoders have a delay
length of 7, i.e., the last six data bits from the previous
OFDM symbol impact the first few encoded bits in the current OFDM symbol. This could be a problem when the constant OFDM symbol follows a random OFDM symbol. We
address this by setting the last six data bits in the random
OFDM symbol to ones and use 16/64 QAM to ensure that
the random OFDM symbol will still result in a high amplitude signal.
Encoding process. Ideally, we can encode a 1 and 0 bit by
random and constant OFDM symbols respectively. Fig. 7
shows why this is a problem: constant OFDM symbols have
a peak at the beginning of the time-domain symbol. This is a
problem since we use a passive peak detection receiver that
tracks the peaks in this signal (shown in red). This creates
false peaks at the beginning of each constant OFDM symbol,
which can confuse the receiver when there are consecutive
constant OFDM symbols. To avoid this, we encode each bit
with two OFDM symbols as shown in Fig. 8. A one bit is
represented by a random OFDM symbol followed by a con-

stant OFDM symbol, while a zero bit is represented as two
random OFDM symbols. Since each 802.11g OFDM symbol is 4 µs, this achieves a bit rate of 125 kbps.
Finally, OFDM symbols have a cyclic prefix where the
last few time samples are repeated at the beginning. Since
the cyclic prefix in the case of a constant OFDM symbol is
all zero, this could create a glitch. To avoid this, we pick the
preceding random OFDM symbol such that its last time sample has a high amplitude. This ensures that the peak detector
circuit sees a high peak at the end of the first OFDM symbol
and does not create a glitch during the cyclic prefix.

2.5

Putting it all together

We use a query-reply protocol. The Wi-Fi device queries
the backscatter device using the reverse channel in §2.4. The
backscatter device responds using the backscatter channel
in §2.3. This design works with multiple backscatter devices
since the Wi-Fi device can query them one after the other.

3.

FPGA AND IC DESIGN

We began by developing the hardware on an FPGA platform to characterize the system and build proof of concept
applications. We then translated the design into an IC and
used it to quantify the power consumption.
FPGA design. Our system has two components: the RF
front end and the baseband digital circuit. The front end consists of a backscatter modulator and a passive receiver. We
isolate the receiver from the antenna using a single pole double throw (SPDT) switch that switches between transmit and
receive modes. The backscatter modulator switches between
four impedance states and is implemented using a cascaded
two-stage SPDT switch network. We use HMC190BMS8
SPDT switches both for isolating the transmitter and receiver
and in the backscatter modulator. The front end is implemented on a low loss Rodgers 4350 substrate [8]. As explained in §2.3, the impedances connected to the four terminals of the switch network are a 3 pF capacitor, open
impedance, a 1 pF capacitor and a 2 nH inductor which
achieve the four desired complex values. The receiver is
an energy detector consisting of passive analog components
and a comparator to distinguish between the presence and
absence of energy. We replicate the receiver described in
[27, 28, 34].
The 802.11b scrambling, DSSS/CCK encoding, CRC encoding, DQSPK encoding and single-side band backscatter
were implemented in Verilog and translated onto the DE1
Cyclone II FPGA development board by Altera [1]. We implement a 35.75 MHz shift which we found to be optimal for
rejecting the interference from the Bluetooth RF source. The
digital output of the FPGA was connected to the backscatter modulator and the energy detector was fed to its digital
input. A 2 dBi antenna was used on the interscatter device.
IC design. As CMOS technology has scaled, the power
consumption of digital computation has decreased significantly [30]. Unfortunately, active radios require power hungry analog components which operate at RF frequencies and
do not scale in either power or area. Interscatter relies exclu-
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Figure 9—Generating Bluetooth single tone. The red lines show Bluetooth transmissions with random application data and
the green lines show the single-tone transmission created by interscatter.
sively on baseband digital computation with no components
operating at RF frequencies, so it can leverage CMOS scaling for ultra-low power operations. We implement interscatter on the TSMC 65 nm low power CMOS technology node.
For context, Atheros AR6003 [2] chipsets released in 2009
used 65 nm CMOS and so, it is a fair comparison with industry standard. The interscatter IC implementation can be
broken down into the following three main components described in detail below: the frequency synthesizer, baseband
processor, and backscatter modulator.
Frequency synthesizer. This block takes a frequency reference as an input and generates the 802.11b baseband
11 MHz clock as well as the four phases of the 35.75 MHz
frequency clock required for backscatter. We use an integer
N charge pump and ring oscillator based PLL to generate a
143 MHz clock which is fed to a Johnson counter to generate the four clocks for the 35.75 MHz frequency shift each
90◦ out of phase. The same 143 MHz clock is divided by 13
to generate the 11 MHz baseband clock. Thus, 11 MHz and
35.75 MHz are phase synchronized and we avoid glitches.
This block consumes 9.69 µW of power.
Baseband processor. This block takes the payload as the input and generates the baseband 802.11b packet. We use the
same Verilog code which was verified on the FPGA and synthesize the transistor level implementation using the Design
Compiler tool by Synopsis [11]. This block has a power consumption of 8.51 µW for 2 Mbps Wi-Fi transmissions.
Backscatter modulator. We implement our single sideband
backscatter in the digital domain by independently generating the in-phase and quadrature phase components.
We take the two bit output of the baseband processor
and feed it to two multiplexers that map the four phases
of the 35.75 MHz carrier to corresponding in-phase and
quadrature-phase components. Then, at each time instant,
the in-phase and quadrature phase components are mapped
to the four required impedance states in §2.3.2. We use
CMOS switches to choose between open, short, capacitive and inductive states. The single side band backscatter
modulator consumes 9.79 µW. In total, generating 2 Mbps
802.11b packets consumes 28 µW.

4.

EVALUATION

We first check if we can create single tone transmissions
on various Bluetooth platforms. We then measure the communication range and packet loss rate for the Wi-Fi packets generated by backscattering Bluetooth. Next, we evaluate
the efficacy of our single sideband backscatter architecture.

We then evaluate the communication link from an 802.11g
transmitter to our low-power receiver. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of generating ZigBee transmissions.

4.1

Generating Bluetooth single tone

We run experiments with three different Bluetooth devices: the Texas Instruments CC2650, a Moto 360 2nd gen
smart watch, and a Samsung Galaxy S5. We connected the
exposed antenna connector on the TI chipsets to a spectrum
analyzer and recorded data during the payload section of a
Bluetooth packet. The Android platforms do not expose antenna connectors, so instead we performed the same experiment by recording the signal through a a 2 dBi monopole
antenna connected to the spectral analyzer. We set the application layer data as described in §2.2 to create a single tone.
Fig. 9 shows the spectrum of random Bluetooth transmissions in green. It also shows the same spectrum (in red) after
performing the operations described in §2.2 for comparison.
The plots show that we can create single tone transmissions
from commodity Bluetooth devices.

4.2

Measuring the Wi-Fi RSSI

We measure Wi-Fi RSSI for different distances between
the backscatter device, Bluetooth transmitter and Wi-Fi receiver. We first fix the distance between the backscatter device and the Bluetooth transmitter. We then move the Wi-Fi
receiver perpendicular from the mid-point of the line connecting the other two devices and measure the RSSI of the
backscattered Wi-Fi packets reported by the Wi-Fi receiver.
We set the backscatter device to generate 2 Mbps Wi-Fi
packets on channel 11. The Bluetooth transmitter sends advertising packets with a 31 byte payload on BLE channel 38,
once every 40 ms. We use a TI Bluetooth device and an Intel Link 5300 Wi-Fi card as our Bluetooth transmitter and
Wi-Fi receiver respectively. We use four power values at the
Bluetooth transmitter: 1) 0 dBm which is the typical configuration for Bluetooth devices, 2) 4 dBm, which is supported
on Samsung S6 [5] and One Plus 2 [4], 3) 10 dBm, which is
supported by Samsung Note 5 [6] and iPhone 6 [7], and 4)
20 dBm which is supported by class 1 Bluetooth devices.
Fig. 10 shows the results when the Bluetooth transmitter
and the backscatter device are 1 and 3 feet apart. We pick
these distances since we expect the user to use their mobile
devices close to the backscatter device they intend to interrogate. The x-axis plots the distance between the Wi-Fi receiver and the backscatter device while the y-axis plots the
reported Wi-Fi RSSI values. The figure shows that:
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Figure 10—Measuring the Wi-Fi RSSI. RSSI versus distances between the backscattering device, Bluetooth transmitter and Wi-Fi receiver at different transmit power values.
• At higher transmit powers, the range at which Wi-Fi packets are reported is high — with 20 dBm, we achieve a
range of around 90 feet. This is because higher transmit
powers translate to high-powered Bluetooth signals at the
backscatter device. This in turns increases the RSSI of the
backscatter generated Wi-Fi packets.
• For a similar reason, at larger distances between the Bluetooth transmitter and the backscatter device, the Wi-Fi
RSSI and range are lower. We however note that the
achieved ranges are more than sufficient for the target personal area networking applications shown in Fig. 2.
• While the RSSI values are lower than typical 802.11n/g
deployment, the reported RSSI values are mostly sufficient for decoding 2 Mbps 802.11b transmissions given
that theoretically 2 Mbps Wi-Fi transmissions require an
SNR of only 6 dB for reliable communication.
Finally, we compute the packet error rate (PER) observed
on the backscatter generated Wi-Fi packets across the whole
spectrum of RSSI values observed in our experiments. To
do this, we configure the backscatter device to consecutively
transmit 200 unique sequence numbers in a loop that we use
to compute the error rate the Wi-Fi receiver. We compute
the packet error rate for both 2 and 11 Mbps Wi-Fi transmissions. For 2 Mbps and 11 Mbps, we generate packets with
a payload of 31 and 77 bytes respectively so as to fit within
a Bluetooth advertising packet. Fig. 11 shows a CDF of the
observed packet loss rate. The figure shows that,
• Both 2 Mbps and 11 Mbps transmissions have similar
packet loss rates. This is because the Wi-Fi packet payload
sizes that can fit within a Bluetooth advertising packet are
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Figure 11—Wi-Fi packet error rate. We measured packet
error rate for backscatter-generated Wi-Fi packets at both 2
and 11 Mbps.
small. Further, both our 2 Mbps and 11 Mbps Wi-Fi packets use preamble and header encoded at the same bit rate.
Thus, we see similar packet error rates between the two
transmissions. This provides an interesting design choice
in our system, where given the small packet sizes, if we
were to optimize for the number of retransmissions, it is
better to use the higher Wi-Fi bit rates and transmit more
bits. Exploring this and how it interacts with power consumption would be an interesting future direction.
• The packet error rate was greater than 30% for low RSSI
values. In principle, we can leverage prior work in our
community [23, 37] that use diversity and coding to account for such packet losses in Wi-Fi networks.

4.3

Efficacy of single sideband backscatter

We compare the single sideband backscatter design introduced in this paper with prior double sideband backscatter
hardware designs [28]. We use a USRP to transmit a single
tone carrier such that the unintended mirror copy generated
by double sideband backscatter appears in Wi-Fi channel 6.
We then configure a standard Wi-Fi transmitter-receiver pair
on channel 6 and evaluate the effect of the backscatter interference by running iperf using TCP with the default Wi-Fi
rate adaptation algorithm. We use a Linksys WRT54G WiFi AP as the Wi-Fi transmitter and a Nexus 4 smartphone as
the Wi-Fi receiver separated by 10 feet. We set the backscatter device to generate 2 Mbps Wi-Fi packets with 32 byte
payloads, at a distance of 2 feet from the Wi-Fi receiver.
Fig. 12 shows the iperf throughput in the presence of single and double-sideband backscatter hardware. The x-axis
shows the rate at which Wi-Fi packets are generated using
backscatter. For comparison, we show the baseline throughput in the absence of both backscatter devices. The plot
shows that,
• When the backscattering device generates a small number
of packets (50 pkts/s), it has negligible impact on the concurrent iperf flow. This is true with both single-sideband
and prior double sideband backscatter designs. This is expected because the backscattered packets are small and
are transmitted at a very low rate that they do not affect
the throughput of concurrent Wi-Fi connections.
• When we backscatter Wi-Fi packets at a higher rate, the
iperf throughput is reduced with prior double sideband
backscatter hardware. This is because it creates a mirror
copy on Wi-Fi channel 6 that reduces the throughput of
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Figure 12—Efficacy of single sideband backscatter. We
compare our design with double sideband backscatter designs on the throughput of an iperf flow on a concurrent WiFi transmitter-receiver pair. Baseline is the throughput in the
absence of any backscatter device.
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Figure 13—BER from 802.11g device to our low-power receiver.
any other Wi-Fi connection. However, we see negligible
impact on the iperf throughput with our single-sideband
hardware. This demonstrates that our single-sideband
backscatter design can double spectral efficiency.

4.4

Communication in reverse direction

As described in §2.4, we create an AM modulated signal
using OFDM by setting the appropriate modulated bits on
each OFDM symbol. This however requires us to know the
scrambling seed that is used by the Wi-Fi transmitter. We
run experiments to track how different chipsets change the
scrambling seed between packets by transmitting 802.11g
packets at a bit rate of 36 Mbps from each Wi-Fi device.
Since existing Wi-Fi receivers do not expose the scrambling seed, we instead use the gr-ieee802-11 package [18]
for GNURadio which implements the complete 802.11g receive chain to view the scrambling seed for each packet.
Our experiments reveal that the AR5001G, AR5007G and
AR9580 Atheros chipsets simply increment the scrambling
seed by one between frames which is consistent with other
studies [19]. We were also able keep the seed value fixed on
ath5k cards by setting the GEN_SCRAMBLER field in the
AR5K_PHY_CTL register of the driver.
Next, we evaluate how our reverse link works with our
low-power peak detector receiver. We transmit 36 Mbps
802.11g packets scrambled with a known seed. The Wi-Fi
transmitter is configured to send a pre-defined repeating sequence of bits using the encoding in §2.4. We move our lowpower receiver away from the Wi-Fi transmitter and compute
the observed bit error rate at each location. Fig. 13 shows the
BER results as a function of the distance between the Wi-Fi
transmitter and our peak detector receiver. The plot shows
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Figure 14—CDF of ZigBee RSSI. We measure the RSSI of
backscatter-generated ZigBee packets at five different locations.
that despite the significant variability of OFDM, our peak
detector achieves bit error rates less than 0.01 at distance of
up to 18. Our current receiver uses off-the-shelf components
and has a sensitivity of -32 dBm for 160 kbps. This however
can be improved in a custom IC implementation that could
give us higher ranges.
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Generating ZigBee Using Backscatter

Finally, we show the feasibility of generating ZigBee signals by backscattering Bluetooth transmissions. ZigBee operates in the 2.4 GHz band over 16 channels where each
channel is 5 MHz wide. At the physical layer, ZigBee
achieves bit rates of 250 kbps using DSSS coding and offsetQPSK and has a better noise sensitivity than Wi-Fi. Since we
have demonstrated that we can generate 802.11b that uses
DSSS and QPSK, we adapt the techniques in §2.3 to also
generate ZigBee-compliant packets.
To evaluate this, we use the TI CC2650 Bluetooth device
as our Bluetooth transmitter on advertising channel 38 and
set our backscatter device to generate packets on channel
14, i.e., 2.420 GHz. We use the TI CC2531 as our commodity ZigBee receiver to receive the packets generated by
the backscatter device. We place the backscattering device
two feet away from the Bluetooth transmitter and the ZigBee receiver at five different locations up to 15 feet from
the backscatter device. Fig. 14 shows the CDF of the ZigBee RSSI values for various distance locations, showing the
feasibility of generating ZigBee packets with backscatter.
We note that existing ZigBee transmitters consume tens of
milliwatts of power when actively transmitting. In contrast,
our backscatter based approach would consume tens of microwatts while transmitting a packet and could be beneficial
for short range communication with nearby ZigBee devices.

5.

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
TIONS

APPLICA-

This paper demonstrates backscatter communication on
commodity devices, and in this section we evaluate prototypes of three novel applications enabled by these techniques. We evaluate only the communication aspect of our
prototypes and consider fully exploring their security and
usability issues outside the of scope of this work.

5.1

Smart Contact Lens

Smart contact lens systems [33, 47] measure biomarkers
like glucose, cholesterol and sodium in tears that can help
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with unobtrusive tracking for diabetic patients. The lens consists of a miniature glucose sensor IC, and an antenna. Although the power required for glucose sensing is minimal,
real-time communication is power consuming and rules out
conventional radios. Today these systems are limited to periodically sampling and storing the glucose data that is then
transmitted sporadically using backscatter whenever the lens
is next to a dedicated, powered, RFID-like reader.
We leverage our design to show that a smart contact lens
can communicate with commodity Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios, without the need for dedicated reader hardware. We
develop the form factor antenna prototype lens shown in
Fig. 15. The prototype consists of a 1 cm diameter loop antenna similar to prior contact lens systems [33, 47]. The antenna was built using 30 AWG wire and then encapsulated in
a 200 µm thick layer of poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for
biocompatibility and structural integrity. We then connect
the antenna to our FPGA prototype. Unlike traditional antennas that have a 50 Ω impedance, small loop antennas have
non-standard impedances and so we optimize the impedance
of the backscatter switch network for the impedance of our
loop antenna. We note that for ease of prototyping, we use
FPGA hardware but an IC should conform to the contact
lens size form factor, similar to prior backscattering lens designs [39].
To evaluate the system, we immerse our antenna prototype in contact lens solution. We configure the TI Bluetooth
chip to transmit every 40 ms and place it 12 inches from
the lens. We use the Intel Wi-Fi card as a receiver and vary
its distances to the lens antenna. The RSSIs follow a similar trend when using a Samsung Galaxy S4 as the receiver.
We configure our FPGA to detect the Bluetooth beacons and
backscatter 2 Mbps Wi-Fi packets. Fig. 15 plots the Wi-Fi
RSSI for different Bluetooth transmit power values. The plot
shows that we can achieve ranges of more than 24 inches,
demonstrating the feasibility of a smart contact lens that
communicate directly with commodity radios. We note that
the range is smaller than prior plots because the antenna is
much smaller and is immersed in liquid leading to high signal attenuation. The range however is similar to prior smart
contact lens with a dedicated RFID-like reader [39].

5.2

Implanted Neural Recording Devices

Implantable neural recording devices have recently
demonstrated promising results towards use in braincomputer interfaces (BCIs) [31] that help paralyzed individuals operate motor prosthetic devices, command elec-
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Figure 15—RSSI with smart contact lens antenna prototype.
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Figure 16—RSSI with implantable neural recording antenna.
tronic devices, or even regain control of their limbs [25].
These systems use either penetrating neural probes [38]
or a surface electrode grid [46] that is implanted to collect local field potentials and electrocorticography (ECoG)
signals [38]. The recording sensors today consume around
2 µW/channel [46], with 8–64 parallel recording channels.
Instead of using a custom backscatter reader as prior prototypes [17, 38, 44], we leverage our design to transmit the
data directly to commodity radios. To demonstrate this, we
built a form factor antenna for the implantable neural recording device shown in Fig. 16. We construct a 4 cm diameter
full wavelength loop antenna using 16 AWG magnet wire
and encapsulate it in a 2 mm thick layer of PDMS to isolate
it from biological tissue.
These devices are typically implanted either on top of the
dura beneath the skull or just under the skin inside the skull
cavity. For our in-vitro evaluation, we choose muscle tissue
whose electromagnetic properties are similar to grey matter
at 2.4 GHz [21]. We took a 0.75 inch thick pork chop and
created a slit 0.0625 inch from the surface and inserted the
antenna. We use the TI Bluetooth device as our RF source
and place it at a distance of 3 inches from the meat surface.
We use Intel Link 5300 Wi-Fi card on channel 11 as our WiFi receiver; the RSSI results were similar with a Samsung
S4. We set our FPGA prototype to synthesize 2 Mbps Wi-Fi
packets. Fig. 16 shows the RSSI for different Bluetooth powers. The plots show the feasibility of communicating with
implanted devices, despite significant attenuation due to the
muscle tissue. The range we achieve is better than the 1-2 cm
target range for existing prototypes [17, 38]. Finally, since
Samsung Note 5 and iPhone 6 support 10 dBm Bluetooth
transmissions, this demonstrates an implantable device that
can communicate with commodity mobile devices.

5.3

Card to Card Communication

Finally, we can use the single-tone transmission from
Bluetooth devices to enable communication between two
passive cards similar to ambient backscatter [34], but without the need for strong TV transmissions. Since most
users have Bluetooth-enabled devices (e.g., smartphone),
this could be used for money transfer between credit cards,
bus passes, splitting of checks, or transferring content to digital paper devices.
We prototype proof-of-concept credit card form factor devices shown in Fig. 17 that backscatter the single-tone from
the Bluetooth device to communicate between each other.
We replicate prior work on ambient backscatter [34] and use
its receiver architecture. We however, tune the hardware to
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Figure 17—BER for communication between two cards
with integrated antennas. Amazon card shown for comparison.
operate at 2.4 GHz instead of the UHF TV band. The prototype also has an IGLOO Nano FPGA to implement digital baseband processing for interscatter an MSP430 microcontroller for running application software, LEDs for visual
feedback, an accelerometer and capacitive touch sensors for
user input.
We evaluate card to card communication by configuring one card to periodically transmit an 18 bit payload at
100 kbps to another, at time instances corresponding to the
single-tone Bluetooth transmissions. The cards use their energy detectors to synchronize with the Bluetooth transmissions. We place the transmit card 3 inches from a 10 dBm
TI Bluetooth device and vary the location of the receiver.
Fig. 17 shows the bit error rate achieved. The plot demonstrates that up to a distance of 30 inches, 10 dBm Bluetooth
transmissions achievable on smartphones such as the Note 5
and iPhone 6, can enable card to card communication.

6.

RELATED WORK

Interscatter is related to our prior work on ambient and
Wi-Fi backscatter communication [26,34,40] where devices
communicate by backscattering ambient signals such as
TV and Wi-Fi transmissions. Specifically, Wi-Fi backscatter [26] conveys information by either reflecting or not reflecting existing Wi-Fi packets on the wireless channel. This
creates CSI changes that encode information. Since the minimum resolution at which the bits are conveyed is greater
than a Wi-Fi packet, this limits the bit rate to 100–1000 bps.
Recent work on FS-Backscatter [50] combines this packetlevel backscatter approach with double sideband subcarrier
modulation [13, 28, 29]. Specifically, it uses a ring oscillator to shift each Wi-Fi packet to a different frequency and
achieves higher reliability than Wi-Fi backscatter. Interscatter differs from these designs in two ways. First, interscatter achieves standards-compliant 2–11 Mbps Wi-Fi packets
where the content is generated by the backscattering device.
This allows devices to transmit data at the high bit rates
supported by Wi-Fi. In contrast, Wi-Fi backscatter and FS
backscatter (in the context of Wi-Fi), encode information by
either reflecting or not reflecting multiple packets from a WiFi transmitter. As a result, the backscattered bits are encoded
at the granularity of the Wi-Fi transmitter’s packets and the
backscatter device cannot change the packet content. Thus,
the achieved bit rates are significantly lower. Second, these
approaches require a large number of packets to be flooded

by the Wi-Fi transmitter to send a small number of backscatter bits. This is not an efficient use of wireless resources and
is likely to be unacceptable in crowded Wi-Fi networks. Finally in large scale production open loop ring oscillators are
known to have frequency variation between devices [43, 49]
and high phase noise which limit data rates and range performance. Given these constraints as well as the significant
attenuation and detuning of antennas in human tissue, it is
unclear whether this approach would be feasible for medical
implants.
[9, 41] use full-duplex radios to cancel the high-power
Wi-Fi transmissions from the reader and decode weak
backscattered signals to enable high data rates of 5–330
Mbps. These approaches require a custom full-duplex radio
to be incorporated at the receiver and hence do not work with
existing devices.
Passive Wi-Fi [28] generates 802.11b transmissions using double sideband subcarrier modulation [13, 29] from
a continuous wave transmitter. Specifically, it shows that
backscatter can be used to generate 802.11b transmissions
when backscattering transmissions from a custom transmitter that sends out constant wave signals. [20] generates
FSK Bluetooth transmissions by backscattering a continuous
wave transmitter. We build on this work, but differ in three
critical ways. 1) Prior work requires custom specialized continuous wave transmitter hardware. Thus, they cannot plug
and play with commodity devices. We introduce a novel approach to backscatter communication where we demonstrate
for the first time that one can transform transmissions from
a Bluetooth device into Wi-Fi signals, and achieve a system
that can work using only commodity radios. 2) Prior work
could not perform single-sideband backscatter and hence
used 44 MHz of bandwidth to generate 22 MHz Wi-Fi transmissions. This is undesirable given that the 2.4 GHz ISM
band is becoming increasingly crowded. In contrast, we introduce the first single-sideband backscatter design that generates Wi-Fi signals on only one side of the carrier and has
double the spectral efficiency over prior designs. 3) Prior
work uses custom plugged-in hardware to communicate to
the backscattering device. In contrast, we reuse Wi-Fi transmitters to convey information to the backscattering devices.
Specifically, we introduce a novel mechanism that encodes
information in OFDM symbols of a Wi-Fi transmission.
Finally, Anynfc [10] sells RFID readers that connect to
smartphones via the headphone jack for $185. While promising, RFID readers do not have the same economy of scale as
Wi-Fi or Bluetooth which cost a few dollars [12]. Further,
existing devices already have Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios.
This takes us closer to the vision of backscatter as a generalpurpose communication mechanism.

7.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We introduce a novel approach that transforms wireless
transmissions from one technology to the other, on the
air. Specifically, we show for the first time that Bluetooth
transmissions can be used to generate Wi-Fi and ZigBeecompatible signals using backscatter communication. Using

this approach, we build proof-of-concepts for previously infeasible applications including the first contact lens formfactor antenna prototype and an implantable neural recording interface that communicate directly with commodity devices such as smartphones and watches, thus enabling the
vision of Internet connected implanted devices.
Finally we outline research directions for improving upon
this work. First, interscatter enables high bit rates which allow data to be transmitted in shorter periods of time. This
reduces the time for which transmissions occupy the channel
and can reduce power consumption by duty cycling the device. Future work could improve overall throughput by using
BLE data packets which can be transmitted at a faster rate
than BLE advertisements. Additionally the latest Bluetooth
standard increases the maximum length for these data packets which would further improve throughput. Lastly, while
our current design focuses on generating 802.11b transmissions using backscatter, future work could explore OFDM
based protocols such as 802.11g/n/ac to improve the bit rates
we achieve by an additional order of magnitude.
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